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Question answering websites are becoming an ever more popular knowledge sharing plat-
form. On such websites, people may ask any type of question and then wait for someone
else to answer the question. However, in this manner, askers may not obtain correct
answers from appropriate experts. Recently, various approaches have been proposed to
automatically find experts in question answering websites. In this paper, we propose a
novel hybrid approach to effectively find experts for the category of the target question
in question answering websites. Our approach considers user subject relevance, user rep-
utation and authority of a category in finding experts. A user’s subject relevance denotes
the relevance of a user’s domain knowledge to the target question. A user’s reputation is
derived from the user’s historical question-answering records, while user authority is
derived from link analysis. Moreover, our proposed approach has been extended to develop
a question dependent approach that considers the relevance of historical questions to the
target question in deriving user domain knowledge, reputation and authority. We used a
dataset obtained from Yahoo! Answer Taiwan to evaluate our approach. Our experiment
results show that our proposed methods outperform other conventional methods.

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Question answering websites, also known as Q&A websites, are becoming a more and more popular knowledge sharing
platform. The major reason for this is not only because people can post natural language questions, but also because they can
share miscellaneous information or obtain the answers to their questions directly from the website. In addition, people
sometimes just need opinions so that they will be more likely to seek for help through question-answering websites. The
Yahoo! Answer Taiwan website (http://tw.knowledge.yahoo.com/), also named Yahoo! Knowledge plus, is a community-dri-
ven knowledge website; each user can share experience and exchange knowledge by asking and answering questions. On the
website, users can browse the questions that other users have asked, search for answers to particular questions, or post ques-
tions and then wait for answers. Every solved question has a ‘‘best answer’’. To choose a best answer, the asker can either
select an answer as the best answer or set the question–answer pair to a voted stage. The answer that receives the highest
vote is chosen as the best answer. Moreover, users can give any solved question an evaluation (positive, neutral, or negative)
regarding whether the question–answer pair is useful or not.

Unfortunately, such question answering mechanisms may run into some issues. When the quantity of questions waiting
to be solved grows quickly, some questions may be skipped by users who can answer, and askers will waste a lot of time to
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obtain answers. Even worse, askers may not obtain correct answers from appropriate experts. Consequently, knowledge
sharing through question answering websites is interfered with such issues. Therefore, it is essential to automatically find
appropriate experts for target questions, so as to shorten the waiting time, increase the quality of answers, and thus enhance
the effectiveness of knowledge sharing.

Recently, various approaches have been proposed to automatically find experts in question answering websites. The link
analysis approaches, including HITS (Kleinberg, 1999) and PageRank (Page, Brin, Motwani, & Winograd., 1998), have been
adopted to find experts. Jurczyk and Agichtein (2007) adopt the HITS algorithm for author ranking. They represent the rela-
tionship of asker and answerer as a link network and calculate each user’s hub and authority value, and then rank users
according to their authority values. Zhang, Ackerman, and Adamic (2007) propose a PageRank-like algorithm called ‘‘Exper-
tiseRank’’ to rank experts in an expertise network considering how many people are involved and who has helped whom.
Moreover, the user (expert) profiling approach (Liu, Croft, & Koll, 2005; Zhang, Ackerman, Adamic, & Nam, 2007), which built
expert profiles from the contents of expert’s questions and answers, is adopted to find experts without considering the rep-
utations of experts and their authority values derived from link analysis.

In this paper, we propose novel methods to find appropriate experts to answer a given target question. A hybrid approach
is proposed to effectively find experts for the category of the target question in question-answering websites. Different from
the conventional approaches that only consider user profile or user authority, our approach considers user subject relevance,
user reputation and authority of a category in finding experts. A user’s subject relevance denotes the relevance of a user’s
domain knowledge to the target question. A user’s domain knowledge for a specific category is represented as a user knowl-
edge profile derived from the content and quality measures (e.g. voting/evaluation factor) of the user’s historical question–
answers in that category. A user’s reputation in a category is derived from the user’s historical question-answering records
based on the ratio of the user’s answers being adopted as best answers in that category, while user authority in a category is
derived by applying link analysis to the category-based asker-answerer network.

In Yahoo! Answer, the range of a category domain is not small enough, so the domain experts may not be appropriate to
answer the target question. We further extended our proposed category-based approach to develop a question dependent
approach that considered the relevance of past questions to the target question in deriving user domain knowledge, repu-
tation and authority. Our approach can enhance the quality of recommending experts through matching the content by rel-
evance and taking the user reputation and user authority into account. The experiment result shows that our approach is
better than other approaches that only use link analysis or user profile. Moreover, the question-dependent approach leads
to a better result of finding experts for a target question.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related literatures. Our proposed approach for
expert finding is illustrated in Section 3. In Section 4, experiment evaluations are conducted to compare our approach with
other methods. Conclusions and future research directions are finally presented in Section 5.

2. Related work

The widely used method to find the experts in community-driven question answering websites is link analysis or social
network analysis. This method comprises of building a user social network first, and then using some kind of propagation
algorithm to calculate each user’s authority. Jurczyk and Agichtein (2007) build a link network based on the relation of asker
and answerer between users in question–answer portals such as Yahoo! Answers. There exists an edge from user i to user j if
user j has answered a question posted by user i. The link network is a multigraph in which multiple edges may exist between
the two users if user j has answered several questions posted by user i. The authors do not consider the votes or best answers
received by the answerer, and thus each edge is assigned the same weight. To discover the authorities in a particular cate-
gory, the questions and their answers of that category are used to build the graph, and then the HITS algorithm is used to
compute each user’s authority value. Zhang, Ackerman, and Adamic (2007) address the issue of expert finding in an online
help seeking community – the Java forums. An expertise (post-reply) network is constructed by viewing each user as a node
and creating a directed edge from the user making the post to those users who replied to it. A PageRank-like algorithm called
ExpertiseRank is adopted for expertise ranking. The edge of the network can be weighted according to the number of times
one replies another. In addition, social network analysis has also been applied to derive users’ reputations in a user-interac-
tive question answering system – CuiteAid (Chen, Zeng, & Liu, 2006).

Besides the social network or link-based analysis, there are some other ways to find experts. Although link analysis
methods have been adopted to find top-K users in a ranked list based on their expertise scores or authority values on sub-
jects of interest, it is difficult to set appropriate values for K. Bouguessa, Dumoulin, and Wang (2008) address such issue
and propose a probabilistic approach for automatic identification of authoritative actors in QA forums such as Yahoo!
Answers. The proposed approach discriminate authoritative and non-authoritative users based on a mixture of gamma
distributions. Zhang, Ackerman, and Adamic (2007) and Zhang, Ackerman, Adamic, and Nam (2007) address the issue of
expert-finding in an online help seeking community – the Java forums. The vector space model in information retrieval
(Manning, Raghavan, & Schütze, 2008) is used to represent the question and user profiles as term vectors. The proposed
expert-finding method not only compares the similarity of questions and user profiles, but also considers the differences
of expertise level, posting time of query, and the number of replies (status) to questions. Liu et al. (2005) adopt the
language models in information retrieval (Manning et al., 2008) to build expert-profile models from the content of
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question–answer pairs, and then ranks experts according to how likely the target question (query) could be generated from
each of the expert-profile models.

The above papers mainly address expert finding in an open-domain community-based QA service such as Yahoo! An-
swers or Java forums. A lot of work has been done in the area of finding experts for a given topic from a domain-specific
document collection or within an organization. Citation-based document retrieval systems have been enhanced for finding
research domain expertise through context-based cluster analysis and ontology learning (Tho, Hui, & Fong, 2007). Moreover,
the expert finding task has been included in the Enterprise track of the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) (Voorhees, 1999).
Demartini, Gaugaz, and Nejdl (2009) propose a general model for finding entities (experts) by extending the classical Vector
Space Model to represent each entity as a weighted profile, i.e., a linear combination of document vector. The weight be-
tween an entity and a document indicates how much the entity is relevant to the subject addressed by a document. The well
known cosine similarity measure can then be used to rank candidate experts based on their similarity measures to the query
topic. Macdonald and Ounis (2008) propose a voting model for the application of expert search in the TREC collection of doc-
uments. The documents associated to a candidate expert are viewed as votes for this candidate’s expertise. The authors also
adopt a field-based weighting model, which assigns different weights to three fields – the body, the title, and the anchor text
of incoming hyperlinks of document, to improve the ranking of candidates. The voting model has also been used to integrate
additional evidence by identifying candidate homepages and clustering candidate profiles for expert search (Macdonald,
Hannah, & Ounis, 2008).

Moreover, several methods for expert search in the TREC collection of documents have been proposed based on the lan-
guage-modeling techniques to estimate the probability of the query topic being generated by the candidate expert. There are
two approaches to expert finding (Balog, Azzopardi, & de Rijke, 2009; Fang & Zhai, 2007; Serdyukov, Rode, & Hiemstra, 2008).
The profile-based methods build a term-based representation for each candidate, and rank the candidate experts based on
the relevance scores of their profiles for a given topic. The document-based methods first find the supporting documents
relevant to the topic and then rank the candidates according to the sum of relevance probabilities of the supporting docu-
ments. Balog and de Rijke (2007) propose profiling methods with filtering to determine a candidate’s expert profile, which is
expressed as a vector of knowledge areas and associated competency of the candidate. Two profiling methods are proposed,
one is based on the language modeling techniques and the other is based on the TF-IDF weighting approach. Moreover, Balog
et al. (2009) propose a general probabilistic framework for expert finding in the context of enterprise search systems within
an intranet environment. The proposed framework is based on the language modeling techniques and considers various
expertise search strategies. Serdyukov and Hiemstra (2008) propose a mixture of personal language models for expert find-
ing. Serdyukov et al. (2008) model candidate experts (persons), web documents and their relations as expertise graphs, and
propose expert finding methods based on multi-step relevance propagation in topic-specific expertise graphs.

Finding high quality answers in question answering websites is another popular issue. Basic studies use statistics to find
the content factors that may influence the selection of best answers (Kim, Oh, & Oh, 2007). More thorough studies have con-
sidered non-textual and textual features to identify high quality answers (Bian, Liu, Agichtein, & Zha, 2008; Blooma, Chua, &
Goh, 2008; Jeon, Croft, Lee, & Park, 2006). Suryanto, Lim, Sun, and Chiang (2009) propose a quality-aware framework that
considers both answer relevance and answer quality derived from answer features and answerers’ expertise.

3. Proposed mechanism for expert finding

3.1. Framework for expert finding

Our proposed methods combine user knowledge profiles, user reputations and link analysis to find experts for a given
category or target question. Fig. 1 shows our proposed framework for expert finding. The historical question–answer data
of users is collected and analyzed using information retrieval techniques to build up user knowledge profiles, which
represent the knowledge subjects of users. We gather the content of question–answer pairs and information related to
question–answer pairs from the community question answering website, including posting time, category, and so on. We
use the vector space model (Manning et al., 2008) to process the content of question–answer pairs, which will be converted
to term vectors using the TF-IDF approach (Salton & Buckley, 1988) at data preprocessing stage. In differentiating our
approach from the conventional methods, we consider the category of question–answer pair and assign different priorities
(weights) to terms according to the place (question title, question description or answer) of the term in deriving the term
vectors. User knowledge profiles are derived from users’ related question–answer pairs, which are expressed in term vectors.
Moreover, we not only analyze the content of historical question–answers but also their relevance to the target question,
their quality measures (derived from the voting/evaluation factor) and time factor, as weight to build up user knowledge
profiles. Conventional approaches derive user profiles without considering the quality measures and the relevance of past
questions to the target question.

We use a user’s knowledge profile to derive a user’s knowledge score by comparing the similarity of the profile and the
target question. In addition, a user’s reputation score is derived according to users’ historical question-answering records,
including the number of answers and best answers given by users. The link analysis approaches, including HITS and Page-
Rank, are used to find the authority scores of users based on the link network created from the links that connect users who
give answers to users who ask questions. In the expert recommendation phase, a hybrid method that combines a user’s
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knowledge score, reputation score and authority score is used to derive a user’s expert score and produce a recommended
expert list.

Two approaches, a category-based approach and a question-dependent approach, are proposed to find experts for a given
target question of a category. The category-based approach derives the category-based user knowledge profiles, reputation
scores and authority scores from historical question-answering records of a category without considering the relevance of
past questions to the target question. We further extend the category-based approach to develop a question dependent ap-
proach (the dotted line in Fig. 1) that considers the relevance of past questions to the target question in deriving user knowl-
edge profiles, reputation scores and authority scores. The details are presented in the following subsections.

3.2. Data preprocessing

The data was collected from the famous question-answering website – Yahoo! Answers – in Taiwan. The relation of ques-
tion and answer in Yahoo! Answers is one to multiple. In other words, one question may have more than one answer, where
we define that as a ‘‘question-all-answers pair’’ (QAA pair). The goal is to build up each user’s knowledge profile by their own
answering records in the past, so we separate all answers of a question by users as a user question–answer pair (UQA pair).

The content of question title, question description and answer in each UQA pair is analyzed using the TF-IDF approach to
extract the important terms that can represent the knowledge subjects of the UQA pair. The data pre-process includes CKIP
(Chinese Knowledge and Information Processing; http://ckip.iis.sinica.edu.tw/CKIP/engversion/index.htm), the removal of
stop words, and the extraction of TF-IDF for each term. CKIP provides a Chinese parser functionality to facilitate word seg-
mentation and derive the morphological information of each word. TF-IDF (Salton & Buckley, 1988) is used to calculate the
weight of term i in a UQA pair j. It can be calculated for a given category or a whole data set, as defined in the following
equation:

http://www.ckip.iis.sinica.edu.tw/CKIP/engversion/index.htm
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wi;j ¼ fi;j � log
N
ni

; f i;j ¼
freqi;j

max
l
ðfl;jÞ

; ð1Þ
where N is the number of user question–answer (UQA) pairs in a given category or whole data set; ni is the number of UQA
pairs that contain term i, in a given category or whole data set; fi,j is the normalized frequency of term i in UQA pair j; freqi,j is
the frequency of term i in UQA pair j; maxl(fl,j) is the frequency of term l that has the maximum frequency in UQA pair j.

In this step, we use a term vector to represent the knowledge subjects of a UQA pair that consists of the question title,
question description, and answer fields. There are two approaches to derive the term vector. One is deriving term weights
according to the term frequency occurring in the UQA pair without considering the field weight. Alternatively, we adopt a
field-based weighting approach, which is similar to the idea presented in (Macdonald & Ounis, 2008), to give a term different
importance (weights) according to the field (e.g. question title, question description or answer) where the term occurred.

We derive the weights of question title, question description, and answer via a weighting scheme that is defined based on
the evaluation metric, MRR and precision. The approach is described as follows. The term vector of each field i.e. question
title, question description, and answer of a UQA pair is used to retrieve similar UQA pairs, respectively. Our data set contains
training, analytical and testing datasets. The analytical dataset consisted of 100 questions is used to determine various fac-
tors and the values of parameters in our proposed methods. We randomly chose 20 questions from the 100 analytical ques-
tions to search relevant QAs from our training data set. The correctness of the top ten retrieval results, which is judged by
human experts, is used to calculate the weight score of each field respectively, as in the following equation:
FW ¼ 1
ri
� n

m
; ð2Þ
FW is the weight score of a field, i.e. question title, question description or answer; n is the number of correct UQA pairs; m is
the number of UQA pairs retrieved; ri is the rank of the first correct UQA pair occurred. We average the weight scores of a
field for a given set of UQA pairs to derive FW(T)/FW(D)/FW(A), the average weight score of the question title (T)/description
(D)/answer field (A). The average weight score FW(T) is divided by the summation of FW(T), FW(D) and FW(A) to derive the
normalized weight scores of the title field xtitle. The normalized weight scores of the question description xquestion and the
answer field xanswer are derived similarly. Consequently, the weighted term weights can be derived according to Eq. (3),
where wT

i;j=wD
i;j=wA

i;j is the weight of term i occurred in the title/question description/answer field of the UQA pair j (Eq.
(1)). We can get four kinds of term vectors for a UQA pair: derived from a given category/whole data set and with/without
considering field weight.
wi;j ¼ xtitle �wT
i;j þxquestion �wD

i;j þxanswer �wA
i;j: ð3Þ
3.3. Build up of user knowledge profiles by category

In order to identify those experts who are appropriate to answer the target question, the knowledge subjects of users,
which are derived from users’ historical question-answering records, will be an important factor. We build up the users’
knowledge profiles expressed as term vectors to represent users’ knowledge subjects.

Let UQAqr
ua

denote a user-question–answer pair that contains question qr and its answer given by user ua. QAAqr denotes a
question qr and all its answers. The knowledge profile of user ua can be derived from all the UQA pairs of user ua. Each UQA
pair may have different importance in deriving the knowledge profile of a user. We weight each UQA pair by three factors:
the vote factor Vua ;qr

derived from the votes given to user ua’s answer for question qr, the evaluation factor Eqr
of question qr,

and time factor Tqr
of question qr. Each user may have more than one subject domain; thus, we derive the knowledge profiles

by subject category. The knowledge profile of user ua in category f, defined as KPf
ua
; is derived according to the following

equation:
KPf
ua
¼

P
qr2Cf

ua
APua ;qr

� Vua ;qr
� Eqr

� Tqr

jCf
ua
j

; ð4Þ
where Cf
ua

is the set of questions belonging to category f and answered by user ua; qr is the question that user ua answered;
APua ;qr

is the term vector of UQAqr
ua
; i.e. the question qr and its answer given by user ua; jCf

ua
j is the number of questions an-

swered by user ua in category f. The three factors will be explained in the following.
In the Yahoo! Answers website, an asker can choose one answer as the best answer or put the answers into a voting stage.

The answer getting the most votes will be the best answer. We consider that the more votes the answer gets, the more
important it is. The vote factor Vua ;qr

of a UQA pair for question qr and its answer given by user ua is derived as follows:
Vua ;qr
¼

vote to UQAqr
ua
þ l

#vote to QAAqr þ jQAAqr j � l
; ð5Þ
where jQAAqr j is the number of answers for question qr. The parameter l is an adjusting value to avoid zero values for an-
swers that do not get any votes. In our experiment, we set l = 0.1 to avoid ignoring the UQA pair when it did not receive any
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votes. If the answers do not put into the voting stage, i.e., the best answer is selected by the asker, we use Eq. (6) to derive the
value of Vua ;qr

. The best answer will get h, which is set as 0.6 to ensure that the best answer gets the maximum value among
the answers of the same question.
Vua ;qr
¼

h If best answer
1�h

jQAAqr j�1 Otherwise

(
: ð6Þ
Furthermore, the evaluation made by users is another approximate basis to discriminate the importance of UQA pairs. If
someone thinks the question (and answer) is useful/not useful, he can give it a positive/negative evaluation. Note that a user
evaluates the whole QAA, i.e. a question and all its answers, rather than a UQA pair. This evaluation may be positive, neutral
or negative. We consider that the positive evaluation is plus, the neutral is zero, and the negative one is minus, as defined in
Eq. (7). To prevent the value of evaluation becoming zero, we add one to the result.
Eqr
¼ 1þ# positive evaluation�# negative evaluation

# evaluation
ð7Þ
The last factor we take into account is the time factor. It is reasonable to assume that the knowledge in a UQA pair posted
in the recent past is more important and up-to-date; that is to say, the older user-question–answer pairs should be given
lower importance. We consider the time decay effect of the UQA pairs. Each UQA pair is assigned a time weight according
to the time it was posted. Thus, higher time weights are given to UQA pairs posted in the recent past. The time weight of each
UQA pair is defined as Eq. (8). We adopt the formula in (Zhang, Ackerman, Adamic, & Nam, 2007) to compute our time factor.
Tqr
¼ e�sðtnow�tqr Þ; ð8Þ
where tnow is the present date time; tqr
is the date time of the question qr being posted; s is the tunable parameter, which we

set at 1/365 to avoid dropping too fast.

3.4. Expert recommendation

In the expert recommendation phase, a hybrid method that combines a user’s knowledge score and authority score is
used to derive a user’s expert score and produce a recommended expert list. A user’s knowledge score represents a user’s
knowhow and reputation on the subjects related to the target question. We use a user’s knowledge profile to derive a user’s
knowledge score by comparing the similarity of the profile and the target question. In addition, a user’s reputation is derived
according to users’ historical question-answering records, including the number of answers and best answers given by users.
The authority score represents a user’s authority on a social network created from the question–answer relationships be-
tween users. The link analysis approaches, including HITS and Page Rank, are used to find the authority scores of users based
on the link network created from the links connecting users who give answers to questioners.

A user ua’s expert score ExpertScoreua ;q for a given target question q is derived as Eq. (9). The equation is composed of two
parts. One is the knowledge score defined as K scoreua ;q, which is calculated from user knowledge profile and user reputation.
The other one is the authority score defined as A scoreua ;q, which is calculated from the link analysis.
ExpertScoreua ;q ¼ b� K scoreua ;q þ ð1� bÞ � A scoreua ;q; ð9Þ
where b is the parameter used to adjust the relative importance of knowledge score and authority score. The derivations of a
user’s knowledge score and authority score are illustrated in Section 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, respectively.

After calculating all users’ expert scores on the target question, we sort the expert score with a descending order, and the
top K users will be our recommended experts.

3.4.1. The knowledge score
Let f be the category of the target question q. Let KPf

ua
be the user ua’s knowledge profiles in category f and QPq be the

target question q’s profile, which is a term vector extracted from the title and description of question q. The knowledge score
K scoreua ;q is calculated by considering the cosine similarity of KPf

ua
and QPq, i.e., simðKPf

ua
;QPqÞ, and the user ua’s reputation

score in category f, Reputationf
ua

, as shown in Eq. (10).
K scoreua ;q ¼ a� simðKPf
ua
;QPqÞ þ ð1� aÞ � Reputationf

ua
; ð10Þ
where a is a parameter used to adjust the relative importance of ua’s knowledge profile and reputation score. simðKPf
ua
;QPqÞ

denotes the relevance of user ua’s subject knowledge to the target question. A user’s knowledge profile, KPf
ua
; is derived

according to Eq. (4). The calculation of user’s reputation score is illustrated in the following.

3.4.1.1. Reputation sore. We compute a user ua’s reputation, Reputationf
ua

, based on category reputation, NCRf
ua

. The basic con-
cept of category reputation is to calculate the ratio of best answers to answers given by user ua, i.e. the adoption ratio of best
answers in a given category. However, one may have high adoption ratio of best answers, but have answered very few ques-
tions. Thus, the number of best answers given by a user is also an important factor to derive a user’s reputation. If a user has a
higher adoption ratio of best answers and has a greater number of best answers, he/she has a higher reputation, as shown in
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Eq. (11). The first part of the equation calculates the normalized adoption ratio of best answers, while the second part derives
the normalized number of best answers of user ua. We use a parameter k (0 6 k 6 1) to adjust the relative importance of
adoption ratio and the number of best answers. The rationale was to make sure that the reputation would not drop too fast
when the adoption ratio of best answers or the number of best answers drop.
NCRf
ua
¼

CategoryAdoptedRatiof
ua

max
ux

CategoryAdoptedRatiof
ux

� kþ ð1� kÞ �
BestAnswerf

ua

max
ux

BestAnswerf
ux

2
64

3
75; ð11Þ
where BestAnswerf
ua

is the number of best answers in category f given by user ua; CategoryAdoptedRatiof
ua

is the user ua’s adop-
tion ratio of best answers in category f, which is derived by Eq. (12).
CategoryAdoptedRatiof
ua
¼ # best answer in category f given by user ua

# answer in category f given by user ua
: ð12Þ
3.4.2. The authority score
The authority score represents a user’s authority in a link network created from the question-answering relationships

between users. We use the links connecting users who give answers to questioners in a specific category to construct the
graph. The graph is simplified into a multi-edges graph, where each node represents a user, and every edge represents the
asking and answering relationship. The start node of an arrow is an asker who asks a question, and the end node of an
arrow is an answerer who gives an answer to the question. A user may ask questions and answer questions posted by
other users. Thus, a link network (asking-answering graph) is formed based on the question-answering relationships be-
tween users.

After constructing the asking-answering graph for category f, which the target question q belongs to, we need to calculate
the authority score. There are two approaches to calculate the A scoreua ;q. One is the HITS algorithm (Kleinberg, 1999), which
is shown in Eq. (13). H(ub) denotes user ub’s hub value, and A(ua) denotes user ua’s authority value.
HðubÞ ¼
X

ua :ub!ua

AðuaÞ; AðuaÞ ¼
X

ub :ub!ua

HðubÞ: ð13Þ
Every node has a hub value and an authority value. If one has a high hub value it means that he is a good asker, and if one
has a high authority value it means that he is a good answerer. For the HITS approach, we use the authority value as our
authority score.

The other approach is the PageRank algorithm (Page et al., 1998), which is shown in Eq. (14). We use the PageRank score
as our authority score.
PRðuaÞ ¼ c
X

ub :ub!ua

PRðubÞ
OðubÞ

þ ð1� cÞ 1
N
; ð14Þ
where PR(ua) denotes user ua’s PageRank score; O(ub) denotes user ub’s outdegree; c is the damping factor, in which we set at
0.85; and N is the total number of users.

3.5. Question-dependent expert finding

In previous subsections, user knowledge profiles and user reputations are derived for a given category. The category-
based knowledge profiles and reputations can be derived in advance, and then be used to calculate expert scores when a
query, i.e. target question, is submitted. The category-based approach can be extended to generate question-dependent
knowledge profiles, reputations and link networks, which may lead to a better result when it comes to finding question-re-
lated experts. In this section, we present the formulas to generate user knowledge profiles, user reputations and link net-
works for target questions.

For building user knowledge profiles, we add the cosine similarity of the target question q and the question qr in the Eq.
(4), as listed in the following equation:
KPf
ua
ðqÞ ¼

P
qr2Cf

ua
APua ;qr

� Vua ;qr
� Eqr

� Tqr
� simðQPq;QPqr

Þ

jCf
ua
j

; ð15Þ
where simðQPq;QPqr
Þ is the cosine similarity between the target question q’s profile and question qr’s profile. In calculating

user reputations, we also add the cosine similarity of the target question q and the question qr in the original Eqs. (11) and
(12), as listed in Eqs. (16)–(18).
NCRf
ua
ðqÞ ¼

CategoryAdoptedRatiof
ua
ðqÞ

max
ux

CategoryAdoptedRatiof
ux
ðqÞ
� kþ ð1� kÞ �

BestAnswerf
ua
ðqÞ

max
ux

BestAnswerf
ux
ðqÞ

2
64

3
75: ð16Þ
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CategoryAdoptedRatiof
ua
ðqÞ is the user ua’s adoption ratio of best answers for answering questions in category f, which is cal-

culated by considering the questions’ similarities to the target question q. BestAnswerf
ua
ðqÞ is the number of best answers gi-

ven by user ua for answering questions in category f, which is also calculated by considering the questions’ similarities to the
target question q.
CategoryAdoptedRatiof
ua
ðqÞ ¼

P
qr2Cf

ua
simðQPq;QPqr

ÞIsBestðqr;uaÞP
qr2Cf

ua
simðQPq;QPqr

Þ ; ð17Þ

BestAnswerf
ua
ðqÞ ¼

X
qr2Cf

ua

simðQPq;QPqr
ÞIsBestðqr; uaÞ; ð18Þ
where Cf
ua

is the set of questions belonging to category f and answered by user ua; IsBest(qr,ua) is a Boolean function; if user
ua’s answer is the best answer for question qr, the value will be 1; otherwise, the value will be 0.

Similarly, the link analysis can also be question-dependent. The links of the asking-answering graph can be weighted by
the similarity of the target question q to the question qr, as shown in Fig. 2.

We can then calculate the A_scorea,q by a weighted HITS with the Eq. (19).
Hðub; qÞ ¼
X

ua :ub!ua

simðQPq;QPqr
Þ � Aðua; qÞ

Aðua; qÞ ¼
X

ub :ub!ua

simðQPq;QPqr
Þ � Hðub; qÞ

ð19Þ
simðQPq;QPqr
Þ is the cosine similarity between target question q’s profile and question qr’s profile, where question qr is asked

by user ub and answered by user ua.

4. Experiment evaluations

Our dataset is collected from Yahoo! Answers in Taiwan. Two hundred questions and corresponding answers were ran-
domly selected from four categories: ‘‘general disease’’, ‘‘medicinal usage’’, ‘‘traditional medicine’’, and ‘‘health information’’
during July 2007 to November 2008, where 100 questions and corresponding answers were used as the analytical data and
the remaining 100 questions were used as the testing questions. There are 136 users who had answered the selected 200
questions. We used the 136 users as candidate experts, and collected their answering records including the questions they
have answered, best answers, evaluations, their answers and corresponding votes. We note that the collected answering re-
cords might include questions they answered after the 200 analytical/testing questions. In addition, we collected the candi-
date experts’ personal information, including knowledge file, knowledge grade, and knowledge circle such as ‘‘friend’’ and
‘‘fan’’. Table 1 lists the statistics of 136 users’ answering records collected from January 2006 to November 2008. Expanded
from the answering records of the 136 candidate experts, our dataset accumulated 52,899 questions and 215,504 corre-
sponding answers. Our dataset excluding the analytical and testing data (the 200 questions and corresponding answers)
is used as the training dataset to derive user knowledge profile, reputation score and authority score. The analytical dataset
consisted of 100 questions is used to determine the factors in deriving knowledge profiles and the values of parameters – k, a
and b in calculating the reputation score (Eq. (11)), knowledge score (Eq. (10)) and expert score (Eq. (9)) respectively, as de-
scribed in Sections 4.2-4.5. Once the factors and settings of parameters have been determined, we use the testing dataset to
evaluate and compare our proposed approaches with conventional methods. The details are illustrated in Sections 4.6, 4.7
and 4.8.

Although the test data contains who of the 136 users provided the best answer to each question. There might be some
users, who would have answered the question even better than the users that did answer the question. Since there is no
standard result indicating who is appropriate to answer the target question, the evaluation is conducted by three human
raters to justify manually the suitable experts for the target question. Every human rater judges the 136 candidate experts
to determine the suitable experts for each of the 100 testing questions separately. For each of the three human raters, we
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Fig. 2. Weighted asking-answering graph.



Table 1
The statistics of the users in the experiments.

Total num. of answer Knowledge grade

Knowledge superior Master Expert Postgraduate Practicer Novice Sum

More than 1000 4 4 2 1 13 0 24
500–1000 0 5 4 6 6 1 22
100–500 0 0 15 16 20 18 69
Less than 100 0 0 0 0 0 21 21

Sum 4 9 21 23 39 40 136
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calculate the number of testing questions for the rater to choose the user who provided the best answer to a testing question
as a suitable expert in regard to the question, thereby yielding three outcomes. We then calculate the average of the three
outcomes. On average, for 90% of the testing questions, the human raters choose the user who also provided the best answer
to the question. We also calculate the average number of testing questions per human rater for choosing users who answered
the questions but did not give the best answer. On average, for 77% of the testing questions, the human raters choose users
who also answered the questions but did not give the best answer. On average, there are 8 experts per question chosen by
the human raters. We analyze the agreement between the three human raters. For each testing question, we calculate the
number of common experts chosen by all three human raters. We then calculate the average number of common experts
over 100 testing questions. The average number of common experts chosen by all three human raters is 4.76 per testing
question. The agreement between two human raters is also analyzed. The average number of common experts chosen by
two human raters is 6.09 per testing question.

We use the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), Precision at 5 (P@5) and Mean Average of Precision (MAP) as our evaluation
metrics. MRR, Precision and MAP are widely used metrics to evaluate the effectiveness of retrievals to queries (Manning
et al., 2008). The metrics have also been used in the expert search literature to evaluate the effectiveness of finding experts
for questions/queries (Balog et al., 2009; Macdonald & Ounis, 2008). MRR calculates the reciprocal of the rank of the first
suitable/relevant expert/item. Precision at K is the fraction of the top K experts/retrievals that are relevant to the ques-
tion/query. MAP not only considers the percentage of relevant experts/items, but also takes the ranking positions of relevant
experts/items into account.

The evaluation obtained by just using the best answerer of each question as the suitable expert of the question is limited,
since there are some other users who are suitable experts to answer the question. The evaluation based on human raters also
has a limitation: the justification of suitable experts for the target questions is subjective to each human rater’s personal
judgment. Different human raters may have different results. Accordingly, we calculate the MRR, P@5, and MAP of various
methods by comparing their expert findings with three expert findings judged by human raters, thereby obtaining three out-
comes. We use the average of the three outcomes as the final evaluation result. Taking the average of the three outcomes can
reduce the subjective bias of human raters.

4.1. Experiment design

Our proposed hybrid methods combined a user’s knowledge score and authority score to derive a user’s expert score. Spe-
cifically, a user’s knowledge score was derived by combining user reputation and the similarity between the user’s knowl-
edge profile and the target question’s profile. A user’s knowledge profile was derived by aggregating the term vectors of the
user’s past question–answer pairs. Different factors when extracting the term vectors and aggregating the term vectors may
affect the quality of expert finding. While deriving the user’s knowledge profile, the tf-idf approach was used to calculate the
weight of terms and it could be calculated within a given category or a whole data set; the weight of field (question title/
question description/answer) may also affect the result. In addition, the voting factor, time factor and evaluation factor were
used as the weights of the term vectors to adjust the aggregations of the term vectors in deriving the knowledge profiles. We
evaluated the effect of those factors on expert finding to determine the appropriate factors for deriving user knowledge
profiles.

Despite considering the similarity between user knowledge profiles and the target question’s profile, user reputation is
also considered as another means of judging user expertise. Hence, we evaluated the effect of combining the two sources
as the user’s knowledge score for expert finding. Finally, the user’s authority score calculated by link analysis was combined
with the knowledge score to derive a hybrid effect of improving the quality of expert finding. We also conducted experi-
ments to evaluate the hybrid effect.

Our hybrid approaches were category-based and question-dependent. The category-based approach derives user knowl-
edge profiles, reputation and authority scores based on the past question-answering records of the given category to which
the target question belongs. The question-dependent approach extends the category-based approach by further considering
the relevance of past questions to the target question in deriving user knowledge profiles, reputation and authority scores.
We, therefore, compared both category-based and question-dependent methods to verify the effect of considering the rel-
evance of past questions to the target question on expert finding.
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There were numerous combinations of factors, parameter settings and components of our proposed methods that would
affect the quality of expert finding, and exploring all these combinations would have been difficult. Thus, we used a greedy
strategy to derive our proposed methods by considering one more component at each step. We chose the factors and param-
eter settings which seemed best at the current step depending on the choices made thus far. That is, we made one greedy
choice after another, without reconsidering previous choices. Based on this greedy strategy, we were able to conduct feasible
experiments to choose and verify the factors and parameter settings of our proposed methods for expert finding.

The experiments formed the basis for a discussion of the issues listed below:

� What are the effects of different approaches on extracting the term vectors for deriving knowledge profiles? (Section 4.2)
� What are the effects of voting factor, time factor and evaluation factor on deriving knowledge profiles to improve the

quality of expert finding? (Section 4.3)
� Does the method which considers user reputation for deriving user expertise (knowledge score) perform better than the

one which does not consider user reputation? (Section 4.4)
� What is the effect of different link-based approaches on expert finding? What is the relative importance of user expertise

(knowledge score) and the authority score of the hybrid approach for expert finding? (Section 4.5)
� What is the effect of different category-based methods on expert finding? Does the proposed category-based method per-

form better than other methods? (Sections 4.6 and 4.8)
� What is the effect of considering the relevance of past questions to the target question on expert finding? What is the

effect of different question-dependent methods on expert finding? Does the proposed question-dependent method per-
form better than other methods? (Sections 4.7 and 4.8)

We compared various methods to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed approaches. The baseline methods included,
KGrade, ExpertHITS, ExpertPRank, VSM, and CBDM. KGrade ranks experts by their ‘‘knowledge grade’’; and if they have the
same knowledge grade, the method ranks them by the number of questions that they had answered. ExpertHITS and Expert-
PRank are link-analysis methods for expert finding by using the HITS and PageRank algorithm, respectively. Zhang, Ackerman
and Adamic (2007) adopt PageRank to measure a user’s expertise in an expertise network. Their proposed approach, namely
ExpertiseRank algorithm is similar to PageRank, and thus is also called a PageRank-like algorithm. In addition, they also
adopt HITS to measure a user’s expertise, where the authority value of HITS corresponds to the expertise rank of the user.
Since the PageRank and HITS had been adopted to rank experts in an expertise network (Zhang, Ackerman and Adamic,
2007), we thus adopt ExpertHITS and ExpertPRank as the baseline methods for expert finding.

We use the training dataset to derive the expert scores of ExpertHITS and ExpertPRank methods. For each question in the
training dataset, the asker and the corresponding answerers are the user nodes in the link network (asking-answering graph)
created based on the question-answering relationships between users. We note that some users had both asked and an-
swered questions in the training dataset. Accordingly, the PageRank scores of candidate experts depend on the PageRank
scores of the users who asked the questions the candidate experts had answered.

VSM is a conventional vector space model based on the TF-IDF weighting approach. Liu et al. (2005) adopted a cluster-
based document model (CBDM) (Liu and Croft, 2004) proposed for document retrieval to find experts in community-based
question-answering services. A brief description of the CBDM method has been given, but readers may refer to references
(Liu & Croft, 2004; Liu et al., 2005) for the full details. The expert profile, which consists of question–answer (QA) pairs de-
rived from previous answered questions, is used to denote the expertise of a user. The expert profiles can then be ranked by
using CBDM that considers the given target question as query and the expert profiles as documents. Let D denote an expert
profile and Coll be the entire collection. Let Cluster denote the cluster of the expert profile derived from grouping expert pro-
files into clusters. Let wi be the ith term in the target question/query. The question/query is treated as a sequence of inde-
pendent terms. The query probability can be represented as a product of the individual term probabilities as defined in Eq.
(20).
PðQ jDÞ ¼
Ym
i¼1

PðwijDÞ; ð20Þ
where P(wi|D) is defined in Eq. (21).
PðwjDÞ ¼ kPMLðwjDÞ þ ð1� kÞPðwjClusterÞ ¼ kPMLðwjDÞ þ ð1� kÞ½bPMLðwjClusterÞ þ ð1� bÞPMLðwjCollÞ� ð21Þ
where PMLðwjDÞ; PMLðwjClusterÞ; PMLðwjCollÞ are the maximum likelihood estimates of word w in the document, cluster, and
collection, respectively. Both k 2 [0,1] and b 2 [0,1] are smoothing parameters, which can take the form as in Eq. (22) for
Bayesian smoothing with the Dirichlet prior.
k ¼
P

w02Dtf ðw0;DÞP
w02Dtf ðw0;DÞ þ l

; b

P
w02Clustertf ðw0; ClusterÞP

w02Clustertf ðw0;ClusterÞ þ l
: ð22Þ
In Liu and Croft (2004), documents (expert profiles in this study) were clustered using a cosine similarity measure. Each doc-
ument was smoothed with the cluster containing the document by interpolating the original maximum likelihood estimate,
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PML(w|D) with a cluster language model PML(w|Cluster), which was further smoothed by interpolating itself with
PML(w|Coll).

The baseline methods compared in our experiments were as follows.

CBDM is the approach proposed by Liu et al. (2005).
VSM is a conventional vector space model based on the TF-IDF weighting approach. VSM builds up user profiles by aggre-
gating UQA term vectors of questions answered by users in a given category. The user profile is derived according to the
equation, as Eq. (4), without the V/E/T factors. VSM ranks experts according to the cosine similarity of user profiles and
the target question.
ExpertHITS ranks experts based on their authority scores calculated by Eq. (13).
ExpertPRank ranks experts based on their PageRank scores calculated by Eq. (14).
KGrade ranks experts by their ‘‘knowledge grade’’; and if they have the same knowledge grade, the method ranks them by
the number of questions that they had answered.
QD-HITS ranks experts based on their authority scores calculated by Eq. (19), where the links of the asking-answering
graph are weighted by the relevance of past questions to the target question.

Our proposed methods included several variations.

KProfile ranks experts based on the cosine similarities between users’ knowledge profiles and the target question’s profile.
User knowledge profiles are derived according to Eq. (4).
KScore ranks experts by combining the KProfile and users’ reputation scores based on Eq. (10). Users’ reputation scores are
calculated by Eqs. (11) and (12).
ExpertScore is a hybrid of KScore and ExpertHITS by Eq. (9).
QD-KProfile ranks experts according to the cosine similarities between users’ knowledge profiles and the target question’s
profile. User knowledge profiles are derived according to Eq. (15), which considers the relevance (similarity) of the target
question to the past questions answered by users.
QD-KScore ranks experts by combining the QD-KProfile and users’ reputation scores based on Eq. (10). Users’ reputation
scores are calculated by Eqs. (16)–(18) considering the relevance of the target question and the past questions answered
by users.
QD-ExpertScore is a hybrid of QD-KScore and QD-HITS by Eq. (9).

4.2. The approaches of extracting term vectors for deriving user knowledge profile

We compare four approaches to extract the term vectors of UQA pairs, which are derived from a given category/whole
data set and with/without considering field weight. In addition, we compare two approaches to build up user knowledge
profiles by aggregating UQA term vectors according to category or without considering the category. The experiment is con-
ducted by using the analytical data that consists of 100 questions. Table 2 shows the result of recommending top-5 experts
according to the similarity of user knowledge profiles and target question under various approaches. In deriving the term
vectors, discriminating term weight (IDF) according to category range is better than taking the whole range into account.
The approach considering the weight of field (question title, question description, and answer) is better than the one without
considering field weight. When building up user knowledge profiles, the aggregation according to category (KP-category) is
better than mixing all UQA together (KP-all). Note that the table lists the best result in bold values and the result of the ap-
proach chosen in underlined values.

We achieve better results in the experiment by deriving term weight (IDF) from category range. Moreover, the term
should have different weights when it appears in different fields. The question title field has the smallest weight, while
the answer field has the largest weight, since the answer is much longer and clear, and the terms in an answer are more
representative. The result also shows that building up user knowledge profiles according to category is better. Users may
have more than one knowledge domain. If we build up user knowledge profiles without considering category domain, the
terms in different domains will be mixed together, and then the term vector cannot represent the subjects of user’s knowl-
edge domains appropriately. According to the result, for the rest of experiments, we derive the term vectors considering the
Table 2
Comparing different approaches in deriving term vectors.

IDF range KP range

MRR P@5 MAP

KP-all KP-category KP-all KP-category KP-all KP-category

Whole range 0.702 0.735 0.470 0.476 0.388 0.382
Whole range with weight 0.731 0.768 0.482 0.514 0.401 0.410
Category range 0.723 0.761 0.474 0.494 0.387 0.397
Category range with weight 0.764 0.790 0.502 0.524 0.412 0.424
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category range and field weight. Moreover, we use the category-based approach to aggregate UQA pairs in deriving user
knowledge profiles.

4.3. The factors in deriving user knowledge profile

Besides the alternatives of TF-IDF and category, we also consider other factors when we build up user knowledge profiles.
As mentioned in Section 3.3, there are time factor and quality measures (e.g. voting factor and evaluation factor) that influ-
ence the importance of each UQA. We use 100 analytical questions to conduct the experiment. Table 3 shows the experiment
result of recommending top-5 experts based on the user knowledge profiles (KP) generated according to different factors,
where ‘‘E’’ means evaluation factor, ‘‘T’’ means time factor, ‘‘V’’ means voting factor, and ‘‘none’’ means that none of the factor
is used. The result shows that the evaluation factor does not contribute to improve the quality of finding experts. The result is
even worse when we take evaluation factor into account. The reason may be that the evaluation is given for a QAA (question
and all answers) not for a specific UQA (user-question–answer), and the evaluation given by users may be too general to dif-
ferentiate the quality of UQA pairs. The best result is achieved when we consider the voting factor and time factor. The voting
factor can discriminate the quality of a specific user’s answer because it is given for a UQA pair. Moreover, the time factor is
derived from the posting time of a question, i.e. the more recent UQA would be given a higher value. It is reasonable that the
more recent a question is, the higher the probability that the answerer still has the up-to-date knowledge about the knowl-
edge domain of the question. Moreover, the time factor can represent the activity of a user. If a user is active at recent time,
he is more likely to answer questions. Accordingly, for the rest of our experiments, we use the voting factor and time factor to
derive user knowledge profiles.

4.4. The effect of user reputation on deriving knowledge score

In this subsection, we decide the value of parameter k in Eq. (11) for calculating user reputation, and the value of param-
eter a in Eq. (10) for deriving the knowledge score described in Section 3.4.1. The a is used to adjust the relative importance
of user knowledge profile and user reputation, and we use k to adjust the relative importance of adoption ratio and the num-
ber of best answers. The experiment is conducted by using the analytical dataset that consists of 100 questions. We first use
NCR (normalized category reputation) as reputation score to compute the user knowledge scores and the result of recom-
mending top-5 experts according to the knowledge scores is shown in Table 4.

The result shows that the performance rises as the value of a increases and the peaks of the performance are achieved at
a = 0.9 regardless of k. Comparing different values of k, the performance is best when k is 0.5. This means that we should
consider both the adoption ratio of best answers and the number of best answers, and the value of NCR should be half
the value of the adoption ratio plus half the value of the adoption ratio multiplied by the number of best answers. The result
shows that the relevance of user subject knowledge (knowledge profile) to the target question is more important than user
reputation score in deriving user knowledge score. Accordingly, for the rest of our experiments, we use the NCR with k = 0.5
to compute the reputation score, and we set a = 0.9 in Eq. (10) to derive user knowledge score.

There are other factors that may be used for computing the reputation score. We try overall reputation NR, without con-
sidering category. Besides, the Yahoo! Answers website provides the function of adding friends with rating scores (e.g. 1–5)
to a user’s friend list. We derive the friend reputation (FR) of a user based on the weighted sum of the social rating scores s/he
has received. The weight is determined by calculating the similarity between users according to their top five expert do-
mains. Moreover, the Yahoo! Answers website assigns each user a knowledge grade that is computed from the user’s
answering records, such as the amount of answers and the ratio of adoption. There are seven knowledge grades defined. Ex-
cept for the highest and lowest ones, every grade can be subdivided into five levels. There are 27 knowledge grade levels. We
also try to use the translated knowledge grade (KG) as the reputation score.

Our result shows that NCR is better than NR, FR, and KG. NCR is calculated from the categorical domain rather than the
whole domain as the NR is, and thus the NCR is more suitable than NR in finding experts for a question. The value of KG only
has 27 kinds, and thus is not good enough to discriminate the different levels of user’s reputations. The value of FR, which is
calculated from social rating scores given by very few users, denotes a kind of social relationship and thus is not appropriate
to denote a user’s reputation or expertise on the subject domain.
Table 3
Comparing different factors in deriving knowledge profiles.

MRR P@5 MAP

KP-E 0.689 0.484 0.366
KP-ET 0.723 0.484 0.373
KP-none 0.712 0.492 0.376
KP-T 0.733 0.494 0.378
KP-VE 0.753 0.510 0.402
KP-V 0.773 0.516 0.416
KP-VET 0.791 0.522 0.419
KP-VT 0.790 0.524 0.424



Table 4
The performance of normalized category reputation (NCR) over a and k.

a MRR P@5 MAP

k

0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1

0 0.48 0.48 0.46 0.37 0.10 0.32 0.33 0.28 0.18 0.07 0.21 0.21 0.18 0.10 0.03
0.1 0.48 0.48 0.46 0.38 0.12 0.32 0.33 0.28 0.18 0.08 0.21 0.21 0.18 0.12 0.04
0.2 0.50 0.48 0.46 0.39 0.14 0.33 0.33 0.29 0.19 0.09 0.22 0.22 0.18 0.13 0.04
0.3 0.51 0.49 0.47 0.43 0.19 0.33 0.33 0.30 0.20 0.13 0.22 0.22 0.19 0.15 0.06
0.4 0.51 0.50 0.48 0.46 0.26 0.35 0.34 0.31 0.22 0.16 0.24 0.23 0.20 0.17 0.09
0.5 0.53 0.51 0.50 0.50 0.34 0.38 0.37 0.33 0.25 0.19 0.26 0.25 0.22 0.20 0.13
0.6 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.56 0.46 0.41 0.40 0.36 0.30 0.24 0.28 0.28 0.26 0.25 0.19
0.7 0.56 0.57 0.61 0.65 0.56 0.44 0.43 0.42 0.38 0.33 0.30 0.30 0.31 0.32 0.27
0.8 0.63 0.68 0.70 0.75 0.67 0.46 0.48 0.49 0.49 0.44 0.34 0.36 0.38 0.42 0.37
0.9 0.79 0.82 0.85 0.84 0.82 0.53 0.53 0.56 0.55 0.52 0.43 0.45 0.48 0.48 0.44

1 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42
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4.5. The relative importance of knowledge score and authority score

We used the HITS algorithm and PageRank algorithm to compute our authority score A_score and compare their perfor-
mance. The experiment is conducted by using the analytical dataset that consists of 100 questions. Our preliminary result
indicates that the HITS algorithm performs better than the PageRank algorithm when we only use the authority score to rec-
ommend top-5 experts (b = 0 in Eq. (9)). We also try different ways to calculate A_score using the HITS algorithm. The first
one, HITS_B, uses best answerers to construct the asking-answering graph. The second one, HITS_H, takes 80% authority va-
lue and 20% hub value as the A_score. The last one, HITS, uses all the answerers to construct the asking-answering graph as
described in Section 3.4.2. Note that the three approaches all use the respective questions and answers/best-answers in a
specific category to construct the graph. Both the performances of HITS_H and HITS-B are very similar to that of the HITS.
Thus, we use the authority value of HITS algorithm as our A_score.

After deciding the algorithm to calculate A_score, we try different b to compute the final expert score in Eq. (9). We also
use 100 analytical questions to conduct the experiment. b is the parameter used to adjust the relative importance of knowl-
edge score and authority score. Fig. 3 shows the result of recommending top-5 experts based on expert scores. For P@5 and
MAP, the performance increases when b rises and peaks at b = 0.8, so the best performance is achieved by setting b = 0.8. The
knowledge score is more important than the authority score to derive the final expert score.

4.6. Comparison of category-based methods with baseline methods

In previous sections, we used the analytical data to determine the factors and setting of the parameters in the proposed
method. In this section, the performance of our category-based approaches is compared with that of other methods through
the 100 testing questions. The baseline methods include CBDM, VSM, KGrade, ExpertHITS and ExpertPRank. We used the CBDM
approach proposed by Liu et al. (2005) as one of the baseline methods. For a Cluster-based language model (CBDM), the ex-
pert profiles were built from past question–answer pairs (both question and answer texts) of a given category. For each can-
didate expert, we derived four category-based expert profiles, since there were 4 categories for the 100 testing questions. In
each category, the 136 candidate experts were clustered into 5 clusters by means of the k-means algorithm. CBDM ranks ex-
perts according to the likelihood of the target question (query) being generated from each expert profile and cluster profile of
a given testing question category. We used Bayesian smoothing with the Dirichlet prior technique to conduct the smoothing
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Fig. 3. The performance of category-based ExpertScore over b.
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by varying different values of l (the Dirichlet parameter). VSM ranks experts according to the cosine similarity of user pro-
files and the target question. The term vectors of UQA pairs are derived from a given category by considering the field
weights of terms. After calculating the TFIDF, we built up user profiles by aggregating UQA term vectors of questions an-
swered by users in a given category.

The KGrade method ranks experts by their ‘‘knowledge grade’’; and if they have the same knowledge grade, the method
ranks them by the number of questions that they had answered. The ExpertPRank ranks experts based on their PageRank
scores as calculated by Eq. (14). ExpertHITS ranks experts based on their authority scores calculated by Eq. (13). There were
variants of our approaches for comparison. The first one was KProfile, which was calculated using Eqs. (4) and (10) with a = 1.
The second was KScore, which was calculated using Eq. (10) with a = 0.9 and k = 0.5 in Eq. (11). The last was ExpertScore,
which was a hybrid of KScore and ExpertHITS by applying Eq. (9) with b = 0.8, a = 0.9 and k = 0.5.

The result is shown in Table 5. The result shows that CBDM and VSM performed better than ExpertHITS, ExpertPRank, and
KGrade. The baseline methods, including VSM, KGrade, ExpertPRank and ExpertHITS, performed worse than KProfile, KScore and
ExpertScore. The link-analysis methods, including ExpertPRank and ExpertHITS, are designed to find experts for a given cate-
gory, not for a target question. Thus, they may not be appropriate for finding the experts for a specific question. KProfile,
KScore and ExpertScore are suitable for finding experts for a target question. Interestingly, CBDM performed better than
VSM and KProfile for MRR, but worse than VSM and KProfile for p@5 and MAP. This implied that CBDM was more effective
in finding the top-ranked experts, but its performance was worse than VSM and KProfile in finding a greater number of suit-
able experts. KScore and ExpertScore performed better than CBDM for all metrics.

KScore, which considers both user knowledge profiles and user reputation, performed better than KProfile which only con-
siders user knowledge profiles. The user reputation score, which is derived from the adoption ratio and number of best an-
swers, can ensure the quality of a user’s answers, i.e. a user is more likely to be an expert when he has a higher user
reputation score. Therefore, the method which considers both the relevance of the user’s subject knowledge (profiles) to
the target question and the quality measure (e.g. user reputation) performed better than the method with subject relevance
only. From the result, we could also observe that the proposed ExpertScore that combined both KScore (considering user
knowledge profile and user reputation) and A_score (computed by HITS algorithm), performed better than KProfile and
KScore.

To examine the differences in performance between the proposed category-based methods and the baseline methods, we
performed a statistical hypothesis test, the pair-wise and two-tailed t-test. Table 6 shows the p-values of the t-tests on MRR,
P@5 and MAP for the comparison with the baseline methods. The results show that the differences were generally statisti-
cally significant at the 0.01 or 0.001 level, except for the comparison with CBDM on MRR. The MRR value of CBDM is higher
than that of KProfile.

4.7. Comparison of question-dependent methods with other methods

We have also proposed question-dependent approaches, which build user knowledge profiles, user reputations, and
weighted asking-answering graphs according to the relevance of past questions to the target questions, as described in
Eqs. (15), (16), and (19) of Section 3.5. In this section, we have compared the question-dependent methods with the cate-
gory-based methods (KProfile, KScore, ExpertScore). We also compared our methods with the baseline methods CBDM,
VSM, HITS and QD-HITS. QD-HITS ranks experts based on their authority scores as calculated by Eq. (19), where the links
of the asking-answering graph are weighted by the relevance of past questions to the target question.

The question-dependent methods included QD-KProfile, QD-KScore, and QD-ExpertScore. QD-KProfile was calculated using
Eqs. (15) and (10) with a = 1. QD-KScore was calculated using Eqs. (15)–(18), (10) with a = 0.9 and k = 0.5 in Eq. (16). QD-
ExpertScore was a hybrid of QD-KScore and QD-HITS by applying Eq. (9). We first conducted an experimental analysis to de-
cide the value of parameter b in deriving QD-ExpertScore. For the question-dependent approach, we used QD-HITS to compute
the A_score, since the experiment result presented in Section 4.6 shows that the HITS algorithm performed better than the
Table 5
The performance of all approaches.

Methods MRR P@5 MAP

ExpertPRank 0.371 0.240 0.173
KGrade 0.427 0.265 0.155
ExpertHITS 0.575 0.322 0.244
VSM 0.630 0.412 0.295
CBDM 0.730 0.331 0.271
KProfile 0.710 0.445 0.336
KScore 0.787 0.505 0.406
ExpertScore 0.801 0.519 0.416
QD-HITS 0.576 0.340 0.253
QD-KProfile 0.721 0.455 0.344
QD-KScore 0.794 0.516 0.417
QD-ExpertScore 0.825 0.540 0.440



Table 6
The t-test results for the comparison of category-based approaches with baseline methods.

Methods Baselines MRR p-Value P@5 p-Value MAP p-Value

KProfile 0.710 0.445 0.336
ExpertHITS 0.575 0.0000*** 0.322 0.0000*** 0.244 0.0000***

VSM 0.630 0.0000*** 0.412 0.0016** 0.295 0.000126***

CBDM 0.730 0.3991 0.331 0.0000*** 0.271 0.0000***

KScore 0.787 0.505 0.406
ExpertHITS 0.575 0.0000*** 0.322 0.0000*** 0.244 0.0000***

VSM 0.630 0.0000*** 0.412 0.0000*** 0.295 0.0000***

CBDM 0.730 0.0070** 0.331 0.0000*** 0.271 0.0000***

ExpertScore 0.801 0.519 0.416
HITS 0.575 0.0000*** 0.322 0.0000*** 0.244 0.0000***

VSM 0.630 0.0000*** 0.412 0.0000*** 0.295 0.0000***

CBDM 0.730 0.0011** 0.331 0.0000*** 0.271 0.0000 ***

⁄Significance marked using p < 0.05.
** Significance marked using p < 0.01.
*** Significance marked using p < 0.001.
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PageRank algorithm. The performance of QD-ExpertScore under different b is shown in Fig. 4. In general, the performance of
the QD-ExpertScore method increased when b rose and peaked at b = 0.8, so we set b = 0.8 when using the question-depen-
dent approach to compute ExpertScore.

Finally, we compared all the approaches through the 100 target (testing) questions, and the result is shown in Table 5. The
KGrade method and the category-based link analysis methods, ExpertPRank and ExpertHITS, were still the worst approaches
because they did not take the target questions into account. The question-dependent HITS (QD-HITS) method performed bet-
ter than the category-based ExpertHITS, but generally performed worse than the VSM and CBDM methods. Our proposed
methods generally outperformed the baseline methods. QD-KProfile performed better than CBDM for p@5 and MAP, but
worse than CBDM for MRR. QD-KScore and QD-ExpertScore performed better than CBDM for all metrics. Table 7 shows the
p-values of the pair-wise and two-tailed t-tests on MRR, P@5 and MAP for the comparison of question-dependent approaches
with the baseline methods. The results show that the differences were generally statistically significant at the 0.01 or 0.001
level, except for the comparison with CBDM on MRR. The MRR value of CBDM is higher than that of QD-KProfile.

Moreover, the comparison of category-based methods with question-dependent methods is as follows. The QD-KScore
method that considers user reputation performed better than the QD-KProfile method. The QD-ExpertScore method, which
further considers the authority score, performed better than the QD-KScore method that does not consider the authority
score. Moreover, QD-KProfile performed better than K-Profile; QD-KScore performed better than KScore; and QD-ExpertScore
performed better than ExpertScore. The question-dependent approaches which considered the relevance of past questions to
the target question performed better than the category-based approaches which did not. The result shows that the question-
dependent method QD-ExpertScore performed the best when finding appropriate experts to answer the target question.

4.8. Significance tests for verifying various effects

We conducted the pair-wise and two-tailed t-tests to verify the effect of considering user reputation and authority score
on the quality of expert finding, as shown in Table 8. The differences of KScore vs. KProfile and QD-KScore vs. QD-KProfile were
statistically significant at the 0.001 level. Thus, considering user reputation definitely contributed to improving the quality of
expert finding. The difference of ExpertScore vs. KScore was not significant for the t-tests on MRR, p@5 and MAP. The differ-
ence of QD-ExpertScore vs. QD-KScore was statistically significant at the 0.01 or 0.001 level. This implied that considering the
authority score also contributed to improving the quality of the hybrid QD-ExpertScore approach for expert finding. However,
the enhancement was not significant for the category-based ExpertScore method.
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Fig. 4. The performance of question-dependent QD-ExpertScore over b.



Table 7
The t-test results for the comparison of question-dependent approaches with baseline methods.

Methods Baselines MRR p-Value P@5 p-Value MAP p-Value

QD-KProfile 0.721 0.455 0.344
QD-HITS 0.576 0.0000*** 0.340 0.0000*** 0.253 0.0000***

VSM 0.630 0.0000*** 0.412 0.0000*** 0.295 0.0000***

CBDM 0.730 0.7264 0.331 0.0000*** 0.271 0.0000 ***

QD-KScore 0.794 0.516 0.417
QD-HITS 0.576 0.0000*** 0.340 0.0000*** 0.253 0.0000***

VSM 0.630 0.0000*** 0.412 0.0000*** 0.295 0.0000***

CBDM 0.730 0.0038** 0.331 0.0000*** 0.271 0.0000 ***

QD-ExpertScore 0.825 0.540 0.440
QD-HITS 0.576 0.0000*** 0.340 0.0000*** 0.253 0.0000***

VSM 0.630 0.0000*** 0.412 0.0000*** 0.295 0.0000***

CBDM 0.730 0.0000*** 0.331 0.0000*** 0.271 0.0000 ***

⁄Significance marked using p < 0.05.
** Significance marked using p < 0.01.
*** Significance marked using p < 0.001.

Table 8
The t-test results for verifying various effects.

Effects Methods MRR p-Value P@5 p-Value MAP p-Value

Effect of reputation KScore 0.787 0.0000*** 0.505 0.0000*** 0.406 0.0000***

KProfile 0.710 0.445 0.336
QD-KScore 0.794 0.0000*** 0.516 0.0000*** 0.417 0.0000***

QD-KProfile 0.721 0.455 0.344

Effect of authority ExpertScore 0.801 0.1121 0.519 0.0521 0.416 0.0640
KScore 0.787 0.505 0.406
QD-ExpertScore 0.825 0.0000*** 0.540 0.0014** 0.440 0.0002***

QD-KScore 0.794 0.516 0.417

Effect of question-dependency QD-KProfile 0.721 0.1159 0.455 0.0017** 0.344 0.0027**

KProfile 0.710 0.445 0.336
QD-KScore 0.794 0.4513 0.516 0.0526 0.417 0.0215*

KScore 0.787 0.505 0.406
QD-ExpertScore 0.825 0.0014** 0.540 0.0002*** 0.440 0.0000***

ExpertScore 0.801 0.519 0.416

* Significance marked using p < 0.05.
** Significance marked using p < 0.01.
*** Significance marked using p < 0.001.

Table 9
The performance of all approaches based on the best answers of testing questions.

Methods MRR Precision MAP

ExpertPRank 0.1037 0.034 0.1037
KGrade 0.1398 0.052 0.1398
ExpertHITS 0.1352 0.056 0.1352
VSM 0.3630 0.140 0.3630
CBDM 0.4798 0.132 0.4798
Kprofile 0.4527 0.152 0.4527
Kscore 0.4707 0.134 0.4707
ExpertScore 0.4777 0.144 0.4777
QD-HITS 0.1438 0.06 0.1438
QD-Kprofile 0.4872 0.162 0.4872
QD-Kscore 0.5085 0.142 0.5085
QD-ExpertScore 0.5273 0.152 0.5273
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Finally, we conducted the t-test to verify the effect of the question-dependent approach on the quality of expert finding.
Table 8 also shows the p-values of the t-tests on MRR, P@5 and MAP for the comparison of each pair of question-dependent
approach vs. category-based approach. The result shows that the differences were statistically significant at the 0.05 level for
the t-tests on MAP. Particularly, the differences of QD-ExpertScore vs. ExpertScore were statistically significant at the 0.01 or
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0.001 level for the t-tests on all measures. However, the differences of QD-KProfile vs. KProfile and QD-KScore vs. KScore were
not significant for the t-test on MRR. The difference of QD-KProfile vs. KProfile was statistically significant at the 0.01 level for
the t-tests on P@5. However, the difference of QD-KScore vs. KScore was not significant for the t-test on P@5. The question-
dependent approaches performed better than the category-based approaches because they considered the relevance of the
target question and the past questions, although the improvement on MRR may not be significant. Considering the relevance
of past questions to the target question led to a better quality of expert finding.

4.9. Comparison of various methods based on the best answers of testing questions

We have also compared all approaches, by using the user who gave the best answer of a testing question as the suitable
expert of the question, instead of using the experts decided by the human raters. The results are shown in Table 9. In general,
the performance trends of various methods are similar to the results evaluated by using the experts decided by the human
raters. Our proposed category-based methods generally performed better than the baseline methods, except for the CBDM on
MRR (MAP). The precision value of KProfile/KScore/ExpertScore is higher than that of CBDM, while the MRR (MAP) value of
CBDM is higher than that of KProfile/KScore/ExpertScore. The proposed question-dependent approaches performed better than
all baseline methods. The question-dependent approaches generally performed better than the category-based approaches.
The result also shows that the question-dependent method QD-ExpertScore performed the best when finding appropriate ex-
perts to answer the target questions.

5. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we propose an effective hybrid approach to find appropriate experts to answer target questions and to pro-
mote the process of knowledge sharing through solving the problem of waiting for qualified experts to answer the question.
Our contribution comprises addressing the issue of finding experts for target questions by considering the user subject rel-
evance of user knowledge profile to the target question, user reputation, and user authority. We conduct experiments using a
data set obtained from Yahoo! Answers in Taiwan to compare our methods with other conventional methods. We have tried
several approaches to generate user knowledge profiles: (1) derived term vectors from a given category/whole data set and
with/without considering field (question title/description and answer) weight as weight of term, (2) considered a question–
answer’s quality measures (voting factor and evaluation factor) and time factor as the weight to generate a given user’s
knowledge profile from aggregating the profile of his question–answer pairs, and (3) took the category of question–answer
pair into account to make the result of finding experts more effective and accurate.

Our experiment result in deriving user knowledge profiles shows that using the category dataset for deriving IDF (inverse
documents frequency) is better than using the whole dataset. Considering the field weight of term is better than without
considering the field weight; and building knowledge profiles according to category is better than according to the whole
data set. Moreover, considering the quality measure (e.g. voting factor) and the time factor as the weight of UQA can improve
the quality of computing user knowledge profiles.

Our result also implies that by considering user reputation, we can improve the quality of deriving knowledge score for
expert finding, while the subject relevance of user knowledge profiles to the target question is more important than user
reputation score for expert finding. The proposed ExpertScore method, which combines the knowledge score and authority
score, performs better than other conventional methods such as ExpertHITS, ExpertPRank, VSM and CBDM. In addition, setting
b = 0.8 in Eq. (9) for deriving the ExpertScore can result in best performance. The knowledge score considering the subject
relevance of user knowledge profile and user reputation contributes more in expert finding than the authority score derived
from the link analysis.

Furthermore, our proposed category-based approaches can be extended to develop question-dependent approaches, i.e.
building up user knowledge profiles, computing user reputations and user authority by considering the relevance of past
questions to the target question, which in turn leads to a better result of finding experts for a target question. We use the
similarity of the target question and past questions as the weight when calculating user knowledge profile, user reputation
and user authority. The experimental result shows that the extended question-dependent approach, QD-ExpertScore, per-
forms best when b = 0.8, and it is the best one among all methods.

We conducted t-tests to examine the differences in performance between the proposed methods and the baseline meth-
ods. Our proposed methods generally performed better than the baseline methods with statistically significant differences,
except that CBDM performed better than KProfile and QD-KProfile for MRR. The t-test results also show that the differences in
performance improvement considering user reputation and authority score were generally statistically significant. However,
the enhancement based on user authority was not significant for the category-based ExpertScore method. The question-
dependent approaches generally performed better than the category-based approaches with statistically significant differ-
ences, although the differences on MRR were not significant for QD-KProfile and QD-KScore.

There are some limitations to our experiment. There is no standard solution indicating who is an appropriate expert to
answer the target question. Thus, human evaluation is conducted by asking human raters to justify the suitable experts
for the target question. Human evaluation may have biases because human raters may consider different criteria to evaluate
experts. In addition, the content of the question–answer pairs is colloquial and miscellaneous, so it is hard to extract the
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words that can represent the questions/answers accurately. Synonyms or short forms of names also cause problems of
extracting words because they are regarded as different ‘‘terms’’. To solve those problems, we plan to construct the ontology
and domain dictionary for enhancing the accuracy of extracting term vectors in the future. Furthermore, our approach lin-
early combines the textual feature-based profiling method and the non-textual based link analysis method. We will try dif-
ferent approaches to combine them in our future work. Finally, we will extend our approach to find best answers for target
questions in order to further recommend high quality answers as ‘best answers’, and advance the quality of knowledge
sharing.
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